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ll. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
AT1N: Document Control Desk
Wathington, D. C. 20555

Gentlemen:

V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT
REPLY 10 A NOTICE Of V10LA110N

AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PUBL11

On December 31, 1991, the NRC issued a hotice of Violation (Enforcement
Action 91-141) and proposed a $100,000 civil penalty against Georgia Power -

Company (GPC) for alleged violations at the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
(VEGP). The enforcement action relates to an incident at VEGP which occurred in
October 1988. Enclosure 1 is GPC's reply to the Notice of Violation (NOV) in
accordance with 10 CFR 2.201. Georgia Power Company denies the violatinns and,

protests the imposition of the civil penalty. Our response to the civil
,

per,alty, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.205, is provided as Enclosure 2.

Georgia Power Company respectfully requests reconsideration of the violations
and the civil penalty. As discussed in detail in the enclosures, GPC denies
that the violations occurred as alleged, and we consider the civil penalty to be
unwarranted.'

Sincerely,

, ,,

C. K. McCoy

Enclosures

xc: Georaia Power Comoany

Mr. W. B. Shipman
Mr. M. Shelbani
NORMS

U. S. Nuclear Rsoulatory Commission
IMr. S. D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator

Mr. D. S. Hood, Licensing Project Manager, NRR
Mr. B. R. Bonser Senior Resident inspector, Vogtle p
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ENCLOSURE 1
,

V0rTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT - UNIT 1
REPLY TO A NOTICE Or VIOLATION

tlRC E rice or INVESTIGATIONS REPORT NO. 2-91-001. EA 91-111

The following is a transcription of the four violations as cited in the Notice
of Violation:

" Technical Specification (TS) 3.4.1.4.2 1988 edition) required that two
residual heat removal (RliR) trains shall(be OPERA 8LE and at least one RHR

A.

train shall be in operation. Reactor Makeup Water Storage Tank (RMWST)
discharge valves (1208-U4-175,1208-U4-176,1208-U4-177, and 1208-U4-183)
shall be closed and secured in position whenever the plant is in Mode 5 with
reactor coolant loops not filled. ACTION c. of TS 3.4.1.4.2 required that
with the RMWST valves not closed and securt_d in position, immediately close
and secure in position.-

Contrary to the above, on October 12 and 13, 1988, with Unit 1 in Mode 5,
loops not filled, RMVST valves 1208-04-176 and 1208-U4-177 were opened in
orde.- to add chemicals to the reactor coolant system.

B. 50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B) requires licensees to submit a Licensee Event Report
(LER) wlthin 30 days af ter the discovery of any event or condition that
resulted in the nuclear power plant being in a condition outside the design
basis of the plant.

P

IContrary to the above, on or about November 17, 1989, the Plant Review Board
(PRB) determined _that the opening of the RMWST valves specified in
TS 3.4.1.4.2 was not reportable and, therefore, an LER was not submitted
within 30 days, even though opening the valves on October 12, and 13, 1988
had placed the plant in a condition outside the design basis. Opening the
valves constituted a condition outside the plant design basis because at the
time the valves were opened an analysis for a boron dilution accident
through the valves did not exist.

C. Technical Specification 6.7.1 requires written procedures shall be
established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities recommended
by Appendix A of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.33. Revision 2, February 1978.
Section 2 of Appendix A of RG 1.33, recommends procedures for general plant
operation.

The following procedures, in part implement TS 6.7.1.

1. Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) Operations Procedure Number
12006 C, Unit Cooldown to Cold Shutdown, in use on October 12 and 13,
1988, stated in Section D4.2.14 that valves 1-1208-U4-175,
1-1208-U4-176, 1-1208-U4-177, 1-1208-U4-183, and others be closed,
locked and tagged in Mode 5, loops not filled.
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ENCt050RE 1 (C0lli.)

V0 GILE ELECTRIC C[NERATING PLANI UNil 1
REPLY 10 A N0llCE Of V10LA110!4

118L.0LUIE 0f.1NESilGA110!iSlEORLMh_2-9hE0L_LA_ll-111

2. VEGP Procedure 10000-C, Conduct of Operations, Section 2.10.2 in use
October 12 and 13, 1988, stated that the Unit Superintendent (US) is
responsible to ensure plant operations are conducted in accordance with
lechnical Specifications and approved procedures.

Contrary to the above:

1. On October 12 and 13, 1988, licensee personnel f ailed to implement the
requirements of procedure number 17006-C in that, valves 1-1208-U4-176
and -177 and 181, which were required to be closed, locked and tagged,
were opened in Mode 5, loops not filled.

2. Sn October 12 and 13, 1988, the US did not ensure that plant operations
were conduc ud in accordance with Technical Specifications in that
valves 1-1208-U4-176 and -177 were opened in Mode 5 loops not filled,
with the express knowledge of the US.

D. 10 CfR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, requires, in part, that activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings of a type appropriate to the circumstances and shall
be accomplished in accordance with these instructions, procedures, or
drawings. VEGP Procedure No. 13007-1, VCT Cas Control and RCS Chemical
Addition, Section 4.7 provide the instructions on chemical additions to the
Reactor Coolant System.

Contrary to the above, on October 12, and 13, 1988, VECP Procedure Nos.
13007-1 and 35110-0 were inadequate in that these procedures did not contain
provisions for adding chemicals to the reactor coolant system in Mode 5,
loops not filled. Specifically, the procedures specify such conditions as
having a reactor coolant pump running which is not possible in Mode 5, loops
not filled.

This is a Severity Level 111 problem (Supplement 1).

Civil Penalty - $100,000 (assessed equally among the four violations),"

El-2
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ENCLOSURE 1 (CON 11NVED)

V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING ptANT - UNIT 1
REPLY TO A NOTICE OF VIOLATION

NRC OfflCE OF INVESTICATIONS REPORT NO. 2-90-001. EA 9.1-111

RESPONSE TO VIOLATION A

6dmission or Denial of the Violation

As stated in our October 1,1991, letter (Mr. C. K. McCoy to Mr. James H.
Sniezek, ELV-03148) and during the September 19, 1991, enforcement conference,
VEGP denies that any violation of the TS occurred on October 12 and 13, 1988,
when RMWST valves -176 and -177 were opened. The decision to voluntarily enter
the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) of TS 3.4.1.4.2 (1988 edition) was
consistent with the language of the TS as well as established practice and NRC
guidance available at the time. Because such an entry was not prohibited, no
violation occurred.

Basis for Denial

in its transmittal of December 31, 1991, the NRC sets out the rationale behind
the alleged violation of the TS: "the words of the T.S. prohibit uncontrolled
boron dilution in Mode 5, loo)s not filled, hy prohibiting All. dilutions throuch
.the fis pjtih At ingg.... 11e words of the requirement clearly prohibit
entering Action 6(sic)c of T.S. 3.4.1.4.2" (emphasis added). This
interpretation, which is cast in the negnave case, i.e., the word " prohibit" is
not to be found 'anywhere in the pertinent TS, is at odds with the overall
structure and function of the TS, as well as a specific controlling TS

iprovision. It is also at odds with all guidance as it existed in 1988, and
indeed prior to this enforcement action.

First, as established by an NRC position which predated the October 1988 event
by several years:

"The NRC endorses Voluntary Entry into the Action Statement Conditions and
has structured the TS to permit the licensee to exercise judgement within
the latitude permitted by the Action Statement language in the TS."
(See Attachment 1 to this Enclosure.)

Consecuently, entering Action Statement c of TS 3.4.1.4.2 was not prohibited for
"all c ilutions." Rather, only those dilutions which are not "within the
latitude permitted" by the Action Statement language of the TS were proscribed.

Second, the Vogtle.TS expressly contemplates licensee judgement within the
latitude permitted by the Action Statement language by defining two conditions

-which must occur- prior to a violation:

" Noncompliance with a specification shall exist when the requirements of the
Limiting Condition for Operation And associated Action requirements are not
met within the specified time intervals." (TS 3.0.2, emphasis added)

El-3
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ENCLOSURE 1 (CONilNUED)

V0 GILE ELECTRIC CENERATING PLANT - UNil 1
REPLY TO A NOTICE Of VIOLATION

RRC 0FrirE OF INVESilGATIONS REPORT NO, ?-91-00,1 @ h ifl

in 1988, the latitude conferred by TS 3.4.1.4.2 Attica Statement c allowed
voluntary entry into the LCO and associated Action requirements up in the
specified "immediate" time interval contemplated by the 75.

Contrary to the NRC's assertion, TS 3.4.1.4.2 was not violated by all dilutions
through the flowpath at issue. A violation would have occurred enlv if the time
interval allowed by the TS was exceeded. It was not. 'ihis interval was, for
this application, reasonably determined to be 15 minutes by consulting the
Standard Review Plan criteria applicable to relevant dilution analyses. And, at
least historically and prior to the event, entrans> for this duration in the
course of plant operations or for "whatever reason" was not prohibited. (See
Attachment 2 to this Enc 1csure.)

k

Internal NRC correspo;idence confirms and reinforces VEGP's conclusion that the
term "immediate" relative in required Action is subject to interpretation based
on its context, in May 1977, Mr. J.11. Sniezek (then Assistant Director for
Field Coordination) addressed the te m "immediate" relative to the required
Action of "immediate" testing of redundant systems upon the failure of one. His
May 20th memorandum to Mr. G. Fiore111 concludes that a proposed duration of
4 hours for "immediate" Action may be too long in some cases (e.g., probability
of redundant system failure) and too short in others (e.g., not ilkely that the
second system will fail by the sama mode and the 4-hour limitation "right create

.

a rushed situation"). There Mr. Sniezek concluded that the NRC would have to
" rely on the technical judgemer.t of the NRC inspection staff on a case-by-case
basis" to determine the approp'. late duration of "immediate" Action. (See
Attachment 3 to this Enclosure.) Later NRC internal correspondence also
demonstrates that the time available for the required Action is far from clear.

'

(See Attachment 4 to this Enclosure; e.9., May 26, 1990, memorandum to Mr. Gus
C. Lainas from Mr. Luis A. Reyes requesting technical assistance for
interpretation of the TS.)

VECP is entirely comfortable that the technical judgement applied in 1988 by its
licensed operators, in concluding that an administrative 1y controlled chemical
addition with a duration of 5 minutes as an acceptable time interval, was
reasonable and did not violate TS 3.4.1.4.2. For the NRC to now impose a
definition of "immediate" as having no duration in an enforcement actiun runs

,

afoul of the spirit and intent of the Enforcement Policy as well as'

10 CFR 50.109. While genuine differences of opinion may exist as to whether the
actions taken in 1988 are optimum practice, those actions did not violate the 15
nor are they appropriately the subject of enforcement sanctions. Further, VEGP
is comfortable that the cher. cal addition evolution was not adverse to safety as
demonstrated by our contemporaneous operational analysis, our subsequent review,
and the NRC's approval of the amendment to ~S 3.4.1.4.2 in f ebruary 1990. The
safety significance of an event should not be a functior, of the regulatory
scrutiny which that event receives.

El-4
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ENCLOSURE 1 (CON 11NUED)
'

V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT - UNIT 1
REPLY TO A NOTICE Of VIOLATION |

NRC OfflCE Of INVESTIGATIONS REPORT NO. 2-9h 001. EA 91-141

furthermore, as late as March 1991, licensed personnel at another utility within
NRC Region 11 used the same logic as did the VEGP operations staff when they

,

chose to voluntarily enter an C0 which required immediate action. While this >

utility later chose to report this event as a condition prohibited by the TS !
(Exhibit 31 of Appendix 1 to our August 28, 1991, response to the June 3, 1991, !

'Demand for Information by the NRC), it is noteworthy that the NRC chose not to
cite the utility for a violation of the TS, much less propose a civil penalty.

.

VEGP maintains that this is an example of inconsistent application of the
regulatory. process,

finally in 1991, the NRC has now made clear to VEGP that their interpretation of
this issue would preclude voluntary entry into an LCO which requires immediate
action. Therefore, while VEGP does not necessarily agree that this !
interpretation was clear or consistently applied until 1991, we have adopted it
as our practice.

peasons for the E n ni. :
.

'

While VEGP denies that e.ny violation occurred in October 1988, we offer the
following reasons f or this event: :

1. The first manipulation of valves 1-1208-U4-176 and 1-1208-U4-177 was rado
,

without recognition of potential TS limitations due principally to the fact
that the responsible Operations personnel did not fully understand the
" loops not filled" condition, and therefore did not appreciate that the TS 1

applied at the time, it should be noted that no dilution occurred because
no water was added to. the reactor coolant system (RCS) at this time (i.e.,
only chemicals and water were added to the chemical addition tank).

2. The later instances when these valves were opened were preceded by due
consideration of TS applicability and the final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR), as well as an operational analysis which clearly demonstrated that
there was no safety significance. (See footnote 1 to our response to
Violation B.) The decision to voluntarily enter the Limiting Condition for -

,
- 0peration of TS 3.4.1.4.2 (1988 edition) was believed to be consistent with

'

established practice, NRC guidance, and safety.

As stated above, guidance issued by the NRC prior to this event stated that
"the NRC endorses Voluntary Entry into the Action Statement Conditions and
has structured the Technical-Specificati' ,to permit the licensee to ,

' exercise judgement within the latitude permitted by the Action Statement
language in the Technical Specifications." As a result of this guidance and
the associated established industry practice of voluntary entry into LCOs

|
within the latitude contemplated by Action Statements in the exercise of
reasoned judgement, the interpretive efforts of the involved personnel

|
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ENCLOSURE 1 (CONTINUED)

V0GTLE ELEC1RIC GENERATlNG PLANT - UNIT 1
REPLY TO A NOTICE OF VIOLATION

E OFFICE Of INVESTIGA110NS REP 0R1 N0m2-J F Q01. FA 91-141

focused on the duration associated with the term "immediate." Had clear NRC
guidance existed prohibiting specific categories of LCO voluntary entries or
defining the term 'immediate" (thereby eliminating any need for context-
relateo interpretation), this event would most probably not have occurred.

The FSAR with regard to 'oron dilution scenarios (chapter 15), was3. o
ambiguous concerning the chemical addition evulution due to hl'+oric changes !

|to the document and ultimately led the responsible 1ersonnel to conclude
that opening valves -176 and -177 was a condition t1at was analyzed in the |

FSAR. I

4. The outage planning process, with respect to review of planned evolutions, ,

was weak in that it failed to identify the potential TS interpretation issue
related to ocening valves -176 and -177 during Mode 5 with the loops not
filled.

5. The TS written interpretation process (at the time) was too narrow in that
it did not arovide for an interdepartmental review. We believe a broader
review may lave identified the fact that this condition was not analyzed in
the FSAR.

Corrective Steps Taken and Results Achityrd

1, At the time of the October 1988 chemical addition evolution, operator
guidance concerning RCS water levels during drain-down and mid-loop
activities was weak. Sints that time, the Plant Technical Data Book has
been revised to add further details concerning the information provided by
the mid-loop level instrumentatien and to add pictorials which )rovide a
clear picture of the relationship between RCS water level and t1e various
components of the RCS.

In addition, on february 22, 1989, a TS interpretation was issued (and later
revised on March 30,1990) which addressed the loops not filled conditlon
for the purpose of compliance with TS 3.4.1.4.2. The Shift Briefing Book
and the Operations Reading Book were revised in early 1989 to address the
required positions for the RMWST discharge valves during Mode 5 with the
loops not filled and during Mode 6. Furthermore, operator training has been
revised to include information specific to the loops not filled condition
and the un of the RMWST discharge valves.

Finally, a number of VEGP procedures-have been revised to add a precaution
-and limitation concerning the TS requirements for the RMWST discharge

|
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ENCLOSURE 1 (CONTINVED)

V0 GILE ELECTRIC GENERATlHG PLANT - UNIT 1
REPLY 10 A N011CE OF VIOLATION

(LRC OFFICE.OF INVESTIGATIONS REPORT NO, 2-91-001. EA 91-141
- ,

valves. (See our letter dated August 28, 1991, in response to the June 3,
1991, Ocmand for Information by the NRC. Specifically, pages 37 and 38 and i

Appendix II, Attachment 2 discuss training and additional guidance provided
to operations personnel as a result of this event.)

2. VEGP recognizes the additional guidance provided, as a result of this event,
by the NRC in 1991 regarding voluntary entry into TS LCOs which require

.

immediate t.ction. 5)ccifically, VEGP now understands that the NRC's '

position is that suca action constitutes a TS violation. This position has
been adopted as VEGP policy with respect to TS compliance. On August 15,
1991, the VEGP General Manager issued a memoranJum advising operators that
LCOs which do not have specific allowed outage times should not be
voluntarily entered except as expressly provided in associated Surveillance
Requirements.

3. Section 15.4.5 of the FSAR was revised in March 1991 to clarify the use of
the RMWST discharge valves in Mode 5 with the loops not filled and in -

Mode 6. :

4. When the scope of an outage is knowr and the needed work activities have
been identified, Outage Planning (0&P) personnel use the TS as limitations
for planning the day-to-day activities of the outage. The operational
experience and expertise of the VEGP (0&P) group has been strengthened, and
the depth of review during the outage planning process for potential -

operational limitations has been increased.

IBefore a planned refueling outage begins. 0&P perscnnel send a preliminary
outage schedule to affected departments for input and review. Licensed
senior reactor operators now review the schedule at a detailed level to
ensure compliance with the TS. This is an iterative process with the end
result being a detailed outage schedule whose activities have been intensely i
examined. (See the August 28, 1991, letter in response to the June 3, 1991
NRC Demand for Information, specifically pages 36 and 37.)- Also, as a
result of the event of March 20, 1990, VEGP made improvements in its outage
management, and the NRC noted those improvements in its December 10, 1990,
Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) Report on VEGP.

.

5. The naed for a broader review of TS clarifications was ider.tified as a
weakness in Inspection Reports 50-424, 425/90-19 which concerned the
inspection-conducted by-an NRC Special inspection Team during August 1990.-

In response, VEGP has broadened the review of written TS clarifications by.

charging the Manager of Technical Support with responsibility for obtainingl
r

the appropriate departmental reviews, including licensing personnel, as weil
as consulting with the NRC staff as appropriate. (See our letter dated
February 8, 1991, ELV-02446.)

i El-7
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ENCLOSURE 1 (CONTINUED)

V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT - UNIT 1
REPLY TO A NOTICE Of VIOLATION

NRC 0FFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS REPORT NO. 2-91-001. EA 91-141

6. The requirements of TS 3.4.1.4.2 were amended in February 1990 by the NRC in
response to our application dated November 21, 1989, to allow the use of
RMWST discharge valves -176 and -177 under administrative control provided
certain specific conditions are met.

'l

,
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ENCLOSURE I (CONTINUED)

V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT - UNIT 1
REPLY TO A NOTICE Of VIOLATION '

FRC 0FFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS REPORT NO. 2-91-001. EA 91-141

QE.S.P.@SE TO VIOLATION B

Admission or Denial of the Viol 3110D

VEGP denies this violatio*. This is a new issue that was not addressed during
the September 19, 1991, enf orcement conference or in any of the correspondence
preceding the enforcement conference. VEGP maintains that opening the RMWST
discharge valves specified in TS 3.4.1.4.2 on October 12 and 13, 1988, did not
place the plant in a condition outside the design basis. Thus, no violation of
the reporting requirement of 10 CFR50.73 (a)(2)(ii)(B) occurred.

Basis for Denial

Section 50.2 of Title 10 of the Code of federal Regulations defines design basis
as "inforination which identifies the specific functions to be performed by a
structure, system, or component of a facility, and the specific values or ranges
of values chosen for controlling parameters as reference bounds for design."
The physical design of the chemical addition portion of the chemical and volume
control system is such that the chemical addition evolution of October 1988 did
not exceed the acceptance criteria specified in the Standard Review Plan (SRP).

Section 15.4.6 of the SRP specifies that if operator action is required to
terminate the transient, the following minimum time intervals must be available
between the time when an alarm announces an unplanned moderator dilution and the i

time of loss of shutdown margin:

a. During refueling: 30 minutes.

b. During startup, cold shutdown, hot standby, and power operation:
15 minutes.

In meeting this design basis, the physical design of the flowpath in question is
such that the above SRP criteria are met with considerable margin. This was

-

demonstrated by the analysis performed in November ;989 (Exhibit 21 of Appendix
1 to our. August 28, 1991, response to the June 3, 1991, NRC Ocmand for

| Information) in support of the TS amendment approved by the NRC in February
1990.

The TS Bases for TS 3.4.1.4.2 state that the subject valves are closed to
prevent an uncontrolle.d boron dilution event. The purpose of the TS is to

| ensure the design basis is maintained. The administratively controlled manner
| in which the chemical addition evolution was performed in October 1988 precluded
! an uncontrolled dilution event. This was demonstrated by a calculation

performed by Westinghouse in August 1991 (Exhibit 23 of Appendix 1 to the
August 28, 1991, letter).

El-9
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ENCLOSURE 1 (CONTINUED)

V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT - UNIT 1
REPLY 10 A NOTICE OF VIOLATION

NRC 0FFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS REPORIJ0 2-91-00L EA 91-141

VEGP recognizes, as the PRB did in 1989, that use of the flowpath in question
was not currently analyzed in the FSAR. However, this condition did not
significantly compromise plant safety and does not equate to a condition outside
the design basis of the plant, and therefore was not reportable.

The FSAR accident antlyses have been a source of confusion--explaining in part
how the operating personnel involved in 1988 failed to identify that opening the
valves created a condition that was not analyzed in the FSAR. In July 1985, an
analysis existed which, in part, concluded that the chemical addition flowpath
met the relevant SRP criteria concerning uncontrolled dilution (Appendix II,
Attachment 10 to the August 28, 1991, letter). That analysis was subsequently
revised, and the portion related to the chemical addition flowpath was not
maintained current. Therefore, technically, as concluded by the PRD, a
condition existed in 1988 which was not analyzed in the FSAR when the chemical
addition valves were opened.

4 in November 1989, the analysis for the chemical addition flowpath was
reperformed and it was again demonstrated that the SRP criteria were met with'

significant margin (i.e., the time available for operator action exceeded the
minimum acceptance criteria of 15 minutes by approximately 85 minutes. For the
specific event in October 1988, the time available for operator action was
determined to be 538 minutes in one case and greater than 1,000 minutes in
another. (See Exhibit 23 of Appendix ! to the August 28, 1991, letter.) In
1990. the NRC also concluded that actions such as those taken during the October
1988 chemical addition evolution are not safety significant and meet design
basis requirements. Specifically, the language of the NRC saf ety evaluation
report (SER) for the TS amendment allowing use of the subject valves states that
"the SRP acceptance criteria have been met or exceeded, and the proposed TS
changes would not have any adverse affect on safety." (See Exhibit 22 of
Appendix 1 to the August 28, 1991, letter.) Furthermore, responsible personnel
in October 1908 reviewed the impact of the controlled chemical addition
evolution on core reactivity prior to the evolution and demonstrated that the
effects were negligible.1 Therefore, while the use of the subject flowpath was
not analyzed in the FSAR from the standpoint of a hypothetical uncontrolled
dilution event, the specific event in question was reviewed for its impact on
core reactivity and found to be of no safety significance prior _to the
evolution. -Hence, the event did not constitute an unanalyzed condition that
______.......___.....

l ote that, while it is not intended as a substitute for the FSAR section 15.4.6N-

analysis, responsible Operations personnel did perform an operational analysis
prior to the specific evolution of October 1988 and determined that, based on an
RCS concentration of 780 ppm and the RMWST discharge valve's flowrate of 3.5 gpm
(specified in the FSAR), there would be an insignificant amount of boron
dilution (less than 1 ppm) for the planned chemical addition. Therefore, it was
known that the planned evolution was not adverse to safety.

El-10
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V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT - L' NIT 1 ,
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NRC 0FFICE OF INVESTIGA110NS REPORT NO. 2-91-001. EA 91-141

significantly compromised plant safety or a condition outside the design basis
of the plant.

Furthermore, the Notice of Violation states that the event of October 1988 was
outside the design basis of the plant because in October 1988 an analysis for an
uncontrolled dilution event via this flowpath did not exist. This implies that
any unanalyzed condition is necessarily outside the design basis of the plant.
However, 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(ii) treats conditions outside the
design 3 asis of the plant ad unanalyzed conditions thtt significantly
compromise plant safety as two separate and distinct criteria for reportability.
If any unanalyzed condition necessarily places the plant outside its design
basis, then there is no need for two different criteria. This would be contrary
to existing NRC guidance, specifically NUREG-1022, " Licensee Event Reporting
System." The NUREG, in its guidance concerning aaragraph 50.73 (a)(2)(ii),
focuses on the tffects of a given condition on tie principal safety barriers
(e.g., the fuel cladding, the reactor coolant system pressure boundary, and the
containment) and the safety significance of the condition. The NRC has
concluded that the October 1988 event was of no safety significance, and VEGP
has demonstrated a wide margin to criticality for the chemical addition
evolution. Therefore, the principal safety barriers were never challenged,
and as was concluded by the PRB in 1989, this event was not reportable as
alleged in the violation.

.

.
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ENCLOSURE 1 (CONTINUED)

V0 GILE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT - UNIT 1
reply TO A NOTICE Of VIOLATION

NRC OfflCE Of INVESTIGATIONS REPORT NO. 2-21-001, EA 91-111

RESPONSE TO VIOLATION C

Admission or Denial of the Violation

VEGP dentes the violation. We maintain that a violation of TS 3.4.1.4.2 did not
occur in October 1988 (as stated in our response to Violation A). Furthermore,
we do not agree that a procedural violation occurred through failure to properly
implement a procedure required by Regulatory Guide 1.33 as stated in
Violation C.

VEGP also observes that the NRC has mis-cited the applicable section of
Procedure 10000-C from the revision in use in October 1988 and has also
misnamed the relevant operation staff position. The appropriate procedure
revision for October 1988 was included as Exhibit 32 to our August 28, 1991,
response. The appropriate position title was On-Shift Operations Supervisor,
and the applicable procedure Section was 2.4.

Basis for Denial

item 1 of the violation deals with the fact that valves 1-1208-U4-176, -177, and
-101 were opened in Mode 5 with the loops not filled. Procedure 12006-C places
administrative control on these valves by requiring them to be locked closed and
tagged prior to draining the RCS below a specified level. The purpose of this
control is to prevent an uncontrolled boron dilution. Compliance with 12006-C
occurred on October 11, 1988, when the valves were locked closed and tagged in
accordance with 12006-C. This violation deals with the opering of the valves
following completion of the applicable section of 12006-C. The actual opening
of the valves occurred under close administrative control and in accordance with
plant procedures. (See our response to Violation D.) Unit Operating Procedure
12006-C, step D4.2.14, was not intended to be a continuous action step limiting
subsequent plant operations; rather, it was intended to be used as an
administrative control to prevent uncontrolled dilution. In this function it
was successful. Therefore, VEGP believes that no violation of TS 6.7.1
occurred.

item 2 of the violation states that because a violation af the TS occurred and
Procedure 10000-C, " Conduct of Operations," section 2.4, required that the
On-Shift Operations Supervisor (0 SOS) (present title is Shift Superintendent) be
responsible for ensurbj that plant operations are conducted in accordance with
the TS and approved procedures, that a violation of Procedure 10000-0 occurred.
VEGP, however, disagrees that a violation of Procedure 10000-C did or could
occur in the manner suggested by the NOV. Procedure 10000-C is an
organizational procedure establishing broad a.eas of responsibility for
Operations personnel, by position, similar to an organization chart. These

!
! El-12
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ENCLOSURE 1 (CON 11NU[D)

V0G1LE ELECTRIC GENERAllNG PL ANT - UNil 1
REPLY 10 A N011CE Of V10LA110N

NRC OFFICE OF INVE$11RUf$LfE(LPljQ },jkQQ1mLlLjl-lil

responsibilities include the responsibilities of the 050$ to ensure 15 '

compliance. However, Procedure 10000-0 is not violated by every 15 violation.
Apart from the fact that VEGP does not agree that a 15 violation occurred in
this case (as discussed above), a 15 "iolation does not incan the members of the
organization necessarily failed to meet their responsibility. Any other
conclusion would mean that every 15 violation is a violation of Procedure
10000-C, and thus, also a violation of 15 6.7.1.

,

'

Also, once a TS issue is identified, it is clearly the responsibility of
Operations personnel to ensure compliance. A violation of Procedure 10000-C
would occur only if in these circumstances the Operations personnel had
abdicated their rcsponsibility to ensure 15 compliance or willfully ignored the
15. This is n a what occurred in this case. Section 3.11 of i>rocedure 10000-C
provided instructions for making 15 interpretations when r, ceded (Exhibit 32 of
Appendix ! to our August 28 1991, letter). When the day shift 0505 on both
October 12 and 13, 1988, discovered the potential conflict, the applicable
instructions of Section 3.11 were followed. He stopped the evolution and
consulted with other SR0s, including the Operations Manager. He then proceeded '

with the evolution after concluding that the evolution could be conducted in
accordance with TS requirements. As discussed in our response to Violation A,
his actions were made in good faith, were consistent with available NRC
guidance, and fulfilled his responsibilities as set forth in Procedure 10000-0.
Therefore, VEGP believes that in this case also, no violation of is 6.7.1
occurred.

,

.
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[NCLOSLRE 1 (CONTINUED)

V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT UNIT 1
REPLY 10 A NOTICE Of V10LA110N

NRC OfflCE OF INVESTIGALLONS_ REPORT NO. 2-91-001. EA 91-141

RESPONSE TO VIOL AllTLQ

Admission or Denial of the Violation

VEGP denies that the procedures controlling the chemical addition evolution were
inadequate.

flasis for Denial

Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, of Title 10 to the Code of federal Regulations
requires, in part, that activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by
documented instructions, procedures, or drawings of a type aapropriate to the
circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance with tiese instructions,
procedures, or drawings. VEGP believes that adequate procedures appropriate to
the circumstances had been established for the chemical addition evolution in
October 1988. These procedures were followed. Thus, no violation of Criterion
V occurred.

The NOV references only one factor, a limited aspect of Procedure 13007-1, as
the basis for the violation. The NOV states that the procedures call for a
reactor coolant pump to be running to assure thorough mixing, but this is not
possible in Mode 5 with the loops not filled.

The relevant portion of Procedure 13007-1, apparently alluded to by the NOV, is
as follows:

4.7 REAC10R COOLANT SYSTEM CHENICAL ADDITION

NOTE

To ensure thorough mixing,
at least one Reactor Coolant Pump
should be in operation while
chemicals are being added to
the system.

4.7.1 ISOLATE the chemical mixing tank by verifying the following
valves are CLOSED:

(for additional information on the text of this procedure
see Exhibit 12 of AppenCix ! to our August 28,1991,
response to the June 3, 1991, NRC Demand for Information.)

However, it appears that the NRC is erroneous in limiting their view to only
this portion of the procedure. There was a hierarchy of procedures applicable,

i El-14
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V0G1LE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLL.'T - UNIT 1
REPLY 10 A NOTICE Of VIOLATION

NRC Of flCE Of 11(KSilGAT10NS REPOR1.JE 2-91-001. EA 91-141

to the evolution in October 1988. In total effect, these procedures addressed
the addition of chemicals in Mode 5 and ensured proper mixing.

Procedures 13007-1 and 35110-0 addressed the specific task of adding chemicals
to the RCS. These were not the procedures that i,stablished the necessary system
configuration and unit status required for performing chemical injection. The
procedure that accomplished this was 49006-C, *llealth Physics And Chemistry ,

Department Outage Activities impicmenting Procedure "
-

The purpose of 49006-C is to identify the Chemistry outage activities for
chemically treating and laying up systers, to identify the Health Physics outage ;

activities for reducing radioactivity levels in plant systems and reducing i

exposure to personnel during an outage, to describe the support necessary to
co%1ete these activities, and to define the responsibilities for providing
support for accomplishing these activities. (See Exhibit 40 of Appendix 1 to ;

our. August 28, 1991, response to the June 3, 1991, NRC Demand for Information.) ;

Section 6.4.4 of Procedure 49006-0 specifically addresses the conditions for
chemical addition to the RCS and, in October 1988, was written for adding
chemicals in Mode 5 with the loon not filled. Section 6.4.4.c stated:

c. Cooldown/Draindown

NOTE

Draining of the RCS shall be
through the purification (CVCS)
Mixed Ded domineralizer at
approximately 75 gallons per
minute, flow depends on system
pressure.

'

1. The plant should have been placed on RHR, cooled down
to 110 0f, and drained down to midloop via the

'

purification (CVCS) mixed bed domineralizers prior to
H 02 addition.

'

2

As can be seen, this proceduro clearly established the necessary support system.

alignment and conditions to ensure adequate mixing for chemical addition through
the use of the RHR system.. While VEGP has-acknowledged a weakness in the
development nf Procedure 49006-C for failure to identify a potential 15
cnnflict, the procedure was adequate for the chemical addition evolution. It
was adequate to ensure propor mixing in Mode 5 and, therefore, was adequate to
meet Appendix B Criterion V.

El-15
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V0 GILE ILECTRIC GENERAllNG PLANT - UNIT 1
REPLY 10 A NOTICE Of VIOLATION

NRC OfflCE Of INVESilGATIONS REQRT NO. 2-91-001 lA_91-111&

Guidance given to plant personnel in 1988 concerning the use of notes in
procedures was provided in Plant Administrative Procedure 00050-C, " Procedure
OcVelopment." This guidance was and continues to be as follows:

" Notes a~ a used, if needed, to supply additional information which would
help the aser to understand a step or process." (emphasis added)

Notes such as the note on Procedure 13007-1 referenced in the NOV have never
been intended to be used as procedural steps,

in summary, procedures were specifically written for the addition of chemicals
in Mode 5 with the loops not filled in October 1988 and followed accordingly,
with the intent of the note in Procedure 13007-1 being satisfied by Procedure
49006-C. Moreover, the fact that the RCPs could not run in Mode 5 with the
loops not filled did not invalidate Procedure 13007-1. Georgia Power Company
therefore believes that adequate procedures had been established for the
chemical addition evolution in October 1988 and that the violation stated above
did not occur.

;

!

;
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Intertretation:
Voluntary Entry into Action Statomnt conditions of the Technical Specifications
(TS). t

turcosat

To provide the NRC position concerning Voluntary Entry into TS Action*

Statement Conditions.
.

Discussion: -'*

,

10 CFR 50.36(c)(2) describes the 11mitin6 conditions for operation as the
.

lowest functional capability or performance level of equipment that isParagrapt 50.36(c)(2)
'

required for the safe operation of the facility..

also states that the licensee shall shutdown the reactor or follow any.

remedia) action pemitted by the TS whenever a limiting condition for
operation cannot be met. ' .

The NRC endorses Voluntary Entry into the Action Statement Conditions are,

has structured the T5 to permit the licensee to exercise judgment witbir,r/
k'"' *(

Itthe latitude permitted by the Action Statement language in the TS. c'TS also restricts facility operation in the specified degraded moet
-

, . '

.. operation to the limited period of time designated its the related if
addition Ites 3.0.4 of the STS prohibits entry inte an operatie C r-

'
*

unless the conditions for the liatting condition for operation e'i r-*

without reliance on provisions contained in the action requirerer
latter ites provides assurance that all operability requirew.ts t-

-
.

'

satisfied prior to the most recent startup.
..

'

Reference: .

Memorahdum, 8. K. Grimes to 5. E.' tryan; dated June 13,19M
.
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MDDRAllDUM FORf J. H. Sniezok.. Assistant Director, Division of Ronctor
Opemtions Inspection

.FROM:
D Karl R. Go11er6 Assistant Director for Operating

Reactors *.

St!BOCCT: TECli!!!CM,1 SPECIFICATIO:1 ACTIO!! STATEP.Etns
.

Your. memo ?oTHIy'T,"1977 requested guidance rege. : ling the acceptability
of licensees' placing componentsior systems. in at. inoperable status asD
allowed b.t technical sprt ification. action statonnts for three purposes:.
tRe of plant oper.ationu).lante(inc1Irding nurveillance As yo.m, odificationst zad preventiveimaintenanceu correcliy note, some actTVitTas'

performed withih the context cf these categories may not be subject
to a 30-day yeporting requirement punsuant. to Regulatory Guide 1.16.

> Action statenent <ere developed to acco:m>date those. instances when.

' equipment ' components or other specific conditicns of the specificatiot.s:
could not be met because of whatever reason. We ret.ognized then, as
well as now. that f.he_petential existed.for Idctnsessi to takeindvantage ,

of these orovisions'in orderWJ'W~firae, we considered the foiToidngh m actTh tles within the;three . . .**
categories you desSIikt, AEfhat*
in 5HTr''to restrict such activitths:

Limiting the lengthiof time that specified components or systemsa.
*

may. remain inoperable before furthtr action trould:be required,.

andi .

.b. Limiting the number of times and/or the tote.1 cumulative lengtit
of time during a specified period of time. that specified components -

..
.

or systems may be inoperable.

However6 in view of the complex a'nd extensiveirecord keeping problems
and the. lack of an adequate data base. from which. to infer acceptable
limiting optage-periods. we did not consider 'this benefits to be gained
justifiable when balenced against thet increased effort required by
licensees and 1&E inspection pecsonnel. Additionally, ve believed
that we would be able to remain cognizant of oc.sible abuse of outage
times throt'gh review of LER's', supplemented w1ere necessary, by
notification action of the !&E inspect.ori assign::d to each facility.:

. .

.
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J. II. Snierek Augu:t 10,1977
ATT/4LH M6MT D - 2

-

.
-

,

O based upon our er.perience to dato,'w see no reason to redify our
position on action statements or allcwabic outego times. lle do,
how2ver, recognize the need for additional guidance regarding
interpretation of that portion of the Technical Specifications
relating to submission of 30 day reports for operation in degraded
redes. lie have prepared the enclosed interpretation to clarifyn
the intent of items to be reported.v

If you have further questions on thit subject, you raay contact *

J. Corter of Iny staff.-

O' !. Jre<
.

-

Karl R. Coller. Assistant Director
for: Operating Rea'ctors.

Division of Operating Reactors
;O Enclosure:

Interpretation

cc w/ enclosure:' ..
V. Stollo -

D. Eisenhut
.O H. ThornSurg:

K. Seyfrit
STS Group 11 embers i
OR Branch. Chiefs.
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INTERPRETATION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
-

g ,

* '

ADMINISTRATIV E __CONTR0l.Sg
'

|.
- - ,

I

,- Technical Specification Administntive Controh require., consistent
with Regulatory Guide 1.16, Rev. 4, a thirty-day written report for -

i

|, "Ccoditions leading to operation in a degraded mode pemitted by a -

,
'

( limiting condition for operation, or plant shutdown required by a :
limiting condition for operation." Following is guidance on when
such reports are required. ,

/ ,
.

, , ,

..

The purpose of this thirty-day written report is to provide data on
equip ent failure, including inoperability. Therefore, a report is .

R ree,oi red: .

'

I 1. When the failure is detected while perfoming a test. required -

by the Technical Specifications to demonstrate operability of
tne equipment. This is true even if the failure is detected in ,

, '
.

''a mde for which the Technical Specifications do not require
4_ . operability of .he equipment.

2. When the failure is htected while the facility is operating in
a mode for which the Technical Spec;fications do not specifically

O state that operability of the failed equipment is not required
' fer "At mode (so that opert.5111ty.in that mode is required,

S_- either diretly or by implication).
l-
| A thirty-day written report need not be submitted when erpipment it

.

removed from se' 'r.cs for reasons other than failure, to enter alternate;,
or degraded moves r ;eration consistent with the provisions of a'-

'

- technicai spec)&:.;..an, j
..

.

:
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. MEMORANDUM FOR: G. Fiore111, Chief Reactor Operations and.
Nuclear Support Branch, R!!!

FROM: J. H. Sniezek, Assistant Director for Field
Coordination, R01/IE

'

SUBJECT: OPEPABILITY DEMONSTRATION OF REDUNDANT SYSTEMS (F3029DH1)

We have discussed with D0R the issue raised in your memorandum of'
April 27.1977. The NRC philos
cw system fails is undergoing ,ophy of testing redundant systems whena change. The current feeling is that

M ttkt. its redundant system out of service for testing, failing.if the first
cr ates the risk of the second system also It

system fails,'rved that failures of the second system are often relatedhas been obse
to the test itself and is not an indication that the system would have
failed should it have b.en needed.

*

All current STS reflect this thinking and some TS changes are occurring-

to improve older TS. Some older facilities, however, are reluctant to,

accept this improvement because in nrder to justify not imediately-( ' ' testing the redundant system, that system must be routinely tested at
an increased interval. 00R will not accept a deletion of 1 mediate'

redundant testing without improved routine surveillance frequencies.

| To specifically answer 3our nquest that "ime.iiate* be interpreted as
witln four hours, it was felt that this could not be generally applied.
In s .a cases it might be too long while in other cases the four wur
period might create a ^shed situation that would msult in an increased
probability of human fa iure resulting in a loss of the backup system.
How soon the test should be conducted will depend on the cause of the

l system failure. As a guideline, if the failure was generic sycn that
L the redundant system might not function for the same mason, then the

test should be completed as soon as possible. On the other hand, if it
is not likely that the second system will fati by the same mode, then

! there is less urgency to conduct the test. Thus, for the present, the
| HRC will rely on the technical judgment of the NRC inspection staff on

_

a case-by. case basis.
)

,

L 1.

L NM) '

l H. Sniezek
D for Field voordination

etw/ incoming
M.14. iMough, NRR G. L. Madsen, RIV--

-.

E. J. Brunner, RI J. L. Crews, RV.
'

(' F. J. Long, RII K. V. Seyfrit, IE

CONTACT: G. L. Constable
49 27451-

-
. . . ,. . .... . . . . . . . .
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ATT/l CH ME M T 9 -

iEMORANDUMFOR:- Gus C. Lainas, Assistant Director for Region II Reactors
Division of Reactor Projects I/ll
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: Luis A. Reyes Director, Division of Reactor Projects

SUBJECT: TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE REQUEST: INTERPRETATION
Of TECHNii.AL SPECIFICATION 3.4 s1.4.2 AND THE
VOLUNTARY ENTRY INTO ACTION 3T.4TEMENTS CONTAINING
NO ALLOWABLE OUTAGE TIMES OR THE WORD IMMEDIATELY

Region !! has become aware of a condition waere a licensee has been voluntarily
entering action statements that contain no Allowable Outage Times (A0T). An
example of the typical specification used in this approach is enclnsed. The
licensee would: define the word intnediately in the action statement c to mean
within 15 minutes. Having defined imediately as to having some time duration,
the licenset would then interpret the action statement to mean that the valves

-could be opened for periods of time up to fifteen minutes and thereby not violate
the LCD and the action statement.

Region !! believes that the existence of the action statement does not allow the
opening of the valves for any period of time and does not allow for voluntary
entry into the action statement due to the nonexistence of an A0T or an
exception to the LCO'or action statement.

Region !! requests that NRR review the policy of entering action _ statements that
do not contain A0Th and the meaning of the word 'immediately' as contained in
Technical Specifications. Specifically, we request. you. to provide an
interpretation of the enclosed specification as to whether the valves could be
opened for short durations of time, and has there been guidance given in TS
background information that would define the word insnediate.

If-additional infor: nation is required, contact P. Kellogg at FTS 841-5542.

/
Yf '$a th Q-Luis A. Reyes

Enclosure:
Technical Specification'3.4.1.4.2 *
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ENCLOSURE 2

V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT - UNIT 1
ANSWER 10 A NOTICE OF VIOLATION

NRC 0FFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS REPORT NO. 2-91-001. EA 91-141

1. Introduction

In accordance with NRC regulations as described in the NRC's cover letter
transmitting the subject Notice of Violation, Georgia Power Company (GPC) herein
answers the Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty. See
10 CFR 2.205, in summary, Georgia Power Company dentes the cited violations,
disagrees with the Severity Level assigned to the violation, and requests
reconsideration of the escalation applied to the base civil penalty. Therefore,
Georgia Power Company contends that the Notice of Violation and Proposed ,

Imposition of Civil Penalty should either be dismissed or significantly
mitigated.

II. Denial of Alleged Violations

Georgia Power Company's first basis for opposing the proposed civil penalty is
that we deny the alleged violations as discussed in our Reply to the Notice of
Violation (NOV) (Enclosure 1). Enclosure 1 is incorporated into this answer by
refo unce.

As discussed in Enclosure 1, GPC denies that a Technical Specification (TS)
violation occurred in 1988 as alleged in Violation A. At the time, the involved
GPC Operations personnel specifically considered the applicable TS and concluded
that the chemical addition evolution involved in this enforcement action was not
a _ violation of the TS. Their interpretation was made in good faith and was
consistent with the terms of the TS as well as NRC-endorsed practice. A similar
conclusion was reached by the Plant Review Board (PRB) in 1989, While in the
future GPC will conform to the NRC's new interpretation of this TS, GPC does not
agree that the interpretation was clear or consistently applied in 1988 and
finds the violation to be an unwarranted retroactive application of a new

-position.

Furthermore, the NOV's citation of four separate violations associated with a
single event reflects a cascading of one principal alleged violation into
multiple viol dions. For example, the alleged violation of TS 3.4.1.4.2, which
states that the reactor makeup water storage tank (RfNST) valves will be kept
closed, is cited separately from the alleged violation of TS 6.7.1, which
addresses the implementation of written procedures for general plant operation.
The bases for this second alleged TS violation are that 1) the subject valves
were not kept closed in Mode 5 with the loops not filled and 2) the On-shift
Operations Supervisor (0 SOS) did not ensure that the subject valves were kept
closed'in Mode 5 with the loops not filled. As a result, the same act of
opening the valves for the controlled addition of hydrogen peroxide is used
three times as the rationale for citing iwg TS violations. Similarly, the NOV
cites a failure to report the underlying event (i.e., opening of the valves on
October 12 and 13, 1988) after review f the event by the PRB. The PRB reviewed
this event in 1989 and determined that it did not involve a condition that

E2-1
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V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT - UNIT 1
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NRC 0FFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS REPORT NO. 2-91-001. EA 91-141

significantly compromised plant safety or that was outside the design basis of
the plant. This is a second example of cascading violations.

The grouping of these violations is the prime basis for escalating the proposed
civil penalty and viewing the entire matter as indicative of management fault.
The cascading of the one, cardinal and controlling act into several violations--
which are all' dependent on the same underlying act--appears to be an attempt to
bolster the underlying weakness of the TS citation. The NRC, in a nmewhat
circular and self-fulfilling fashion, then escalates the civil penally based on
perceived broad implications. This is not the type of straightforward, clear
citation designed to address the actual safety significance of a particular
violation envisioned by the NRC's enforcement policy.

This enforcement action involves legitimate differences of professional opinion
in interpreting regulations. The NRC's regulatory goals would be better
addressed by an industry-wide advisory. The need for such an alternative is
made more compelling given the likely broad application of the logic supportive

! of voluntary entry into "immediate" Action Statements. Litigation of this issue
l will accomplish little, if any, overall benefit to nuclear safety in the United

States which would not otherwise be achieved by such an advisory. At the same
time, litigation would require a significant, perhaps imprudent, expenditure of
licensee and ag9ncy attention and resources.

,

L

| Georgia Power Company also denies Violation 8, the remaining aspect of
|_ Violation C, and Violation 0 as discussed in Enclosure 1. Additional bases for
| reconsideration of the civil penalty are discussed below.

III. Reauest for Reconsideration - Severity Level

L

| Georgia Power Company disagrees with the NRC's assignment of a Severity Level
III to this enforcement action. The chemical addition at issue was not adverse
to safet|, and thate is no dispute regarding this point. (In fact, the

! evolution was coducted to reduce cicupational exposure.) Thus, any violations
( that mhy have occurred ci6 not have tafety cignificance. Furthermore, in 1990
| the NRC-3pecifically approved a TS change to expressly allow chemical addition
| evolutions of this type.
|

| The NRC, in its letter of December 31, 1991, transmitting the NOV, appears to
base the assignment of a Severity Level III on a conclusion that the alleged
violations collectively indicate a significant breakdown in managerial and
administrative controls. Georgia Power Company takes issue with this
conclusion. As explained below, the facts and circumstances surrounding the

!. October 1988 event do not indicate a wide-ranging breakdown in managerial and
administrative controls; the PRB reportability rx. ;iew apparently is

!
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misunderstood by the NRC; and " command and control" of operational activities
was maintained by the shift crew and plant management. Georgia Power Company
respectfully requests that, in addition to its review of the enclosed responses
to the four cited violations, the NRC reconsider its factual underpinnings for
reaching any conclusion regarding broad-based regulatory deficiencies.

Moreover, the fashioning of a " Severity Level 111 problem" on these facts
clearly is inconsistent with the safety significance of this matter and the
Enforcement Policy's guidance to-identify the relative safety importance of each
violation as the "first step in the enforcement process."

Managerial and Administrative Controls

In our prior correspondence on this matter dated August 28 and October 1, 1991,
we concluded that inadequate planning and procedures and inadequate training and
guidance contributed to the failure of licensed operators to recognize a TS
compliance linte on the night shift of October 11-12, 1988. Further, we
acknowledged that the procedure for outage chemistry activities for the first
Unit I refueling outage was developed without recognition of the Technical
Specification implications attendant to the chemical addition during "midloop"
conditions. Relative to the interpretation of the Technical Specification by
licensed operators on October 12, 1988, we acknowledged weaknesses in the final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) language which contributed to the failure of the
involved Operations personnel to recognize a condition that was not analyzed in
the FSAR. However, while we have identified (and addressed) the factors that
were necessary to lead to this event, we do not share the NRC's apparent concern
for far-ranging management problems. The NRC citation of multiple cascaded
violations for reportability, procedural compliance, and procedural adequacy is
inappropriate or not pertinent to the events of October 1983 as discusred above.
We do not believe these factors suggest or support the broad-based " problem" the
NRC apparently relies on for a Severity Lev.11 III enforcement action. What
occurred in October 1988 was in fact an event of very limited scope.

PRB Reportability Review

With raspect to the Plant Review Board, VEGP views its 1989 review of
reportability as reasonable, balanced, and sufficiently thorough--even if the
NRC disagrees with the Board's ultimate conclusion. First, the Board
appropriately solicited information from the senior operations management
involved in the TS review and considered the compliance analysis developed by
corporate licensing personnel.

,
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Second, the Board's deliberative approach, which concluded in a unanimous
decision of all voting representatives that a TS violation had not occurred, was
premised in large part on the lack of prohibitive language in the TS and
established industry and NRC policy regarding voluntary entry into Limiting
Conditions for Operation (LCO). lhe NRC policy was provided to the Board with
the compliance analysis as follows:

"The NRC endorses Voluntary Entry into the Action Statement Conditions and
has structured the TS to permit the licensee to exercise judgement within
the latitude permitted by the Action Statement language in the TS."

Third, the Plant Review Board members recognized that a condition not analyzed
in the FSAR was associated with the chemical additions in October 1988; this
condition, however, did not "significantly compromise plant safety" (footnote 1
on Page El-10 of Enclosure 1) so as to require a Licensee Event Report (LER)
under 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(ii)(A). The NRC, therefore, is factually incorrect in
concluding that the Board " failed to recognize that an unanalyzed condition
existed" (page 2 of the transmittal letter of December 31,1991). Consequently,
although the Board confirmed the reasonableness of the 1988 TS interpretation
reached by Operations Department representatives, its reportability decision was
not premised on the absence of an unanalyzed condition.

Finally, the citation in the NOV for failure to submit an LER for a " condition
outside the plant design basis" is denied for the reasons set forth in
Enclosure 1. By no means does this suggest a broad-bar'd nroblem in the PRB
review process or GPC's understanding of its reporting ou tgations. At most,
this is a unique, isolated instance of disagreement between the NRC and GPC over
whether a '' condition outside the design basis" of the plant existed.

-

Command and Control of Operations

The NRC's December 31st letter also indicates concern that Operations Department
management failed to maintain control of plant activities. We consider this
observation ill-founded, and our October 1,1991, letter specifically adeessed
aspects of this apparent NRC concern. Furthermore, substantial difference
exists, in our view, between maintaining control of plant activities and the
isolated failures by . involved personnel to recognize subtle implications of
their activities. We have acknowledged that on October 11-12, 1988, the night
shift crew did not recognize the Unit's entrance into a " loops not filled''
condition as a result of several contributors, including lack of guidance and
experience. This lack of awareness does not reflect the degree of control
exerted over plant evolutions. Simply stated the shift crew addressed
preplanned and contingent activities working as a team, diligently and
continuously monitored the various changes in operation parameters (such as
reactor coolant system (RCS) water level), and appropriately delegated
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specific tasks to cualified individuals. it bears repeating that the chemical
addition at reduced RCS inventory was preplanned and was implemented by the
shift crew through appropriate delegation to a specific, competent, senior
licensed operator. These circumstances surrounding the evolution, thus, were
not indicative of a loss of command and control.

Georgia Power Company recognizes the extreme importance of ensuring compliance i

with the TS. We recognize that this obligation exists regardless of the
availability of NRC guidance. And, even when interpretations are entirely
understandable and associated with inherent ambiguities, the need for management
focus and attention to assure conservative results is obvious. However, even if
the NRC disagrees with our position that a TS violation did not occur in this
case, such a violation would not rise, on its merits, to a Severity Level 111
situation. Such- a violation, at most, would constitute a less significant
violation of a TS Limiting Condition for Operation where the appropriate Action
Statement was not satisfied within the time allotted by the Action Statement
(10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C,. Supplement I, 0.1 (1988)).

As you are aware, the October 1988 chemical addition activities and associated
facts and circumstances have been the subject of intense and extensive
regulatory review. That review has necessitated substantial management
attention and resources on behalf of the NRC and GPC. It seems to us that the
ger. asis of this matter, and the magnitude and level of regulatory review, is
reflected in the NOV, the severity level determination, and associated
transmittal letter far more than any safety or regulatory significance of the
underlying events. This should not be the case. Clearly the safety
significance of events should not be a function of the degree of regulatory
scrutiny which events may attract. Fundamental fairness, good and responsible
regulatory practice, and the preservation of the integrity of the NRC require
that an enforcement action be addressed on its own merits, independent of
external influences or considerations. There is an appearance that the
rationale for this enforcement action was designed to support a particular
result. Upon your review of this matter, GPC earnestly requests that the events
be viewed in thair own light, relative to their real safety and regulatory
significance.

Finally, we note that as late as March 1991, licensed personnel at another
utility within Region 11 used the same logic as did the VEGP Operations staff
when they chose to voluntarily enter an LC0 which required immediate action.
(See our response to Violatior, A in Enclosure 1.) While this utility
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later chose to report this event as a condition prohibited by the TS, it is
noteworthy that the NRC chose not to cite the utility for a violation of the TS,
much less propose a civil penalty. Georgia Power Company maintains that this is
an example of inconsistent application of the regulatory process, it also
indicates that this issue deserves to be addressed by an NRC advisory to all
licensees regarding the NRC's intended interpretation of this type of TS Action
Statement.

IV. Reauest for Reconsideration - Escalation

Georgia Power Company also requests reconsideration of the escalation factor
applied by the NRC to the base civil penalty for untimely long-term corrective
action and NRC identification of the violations.

Corrective Action Factor

With respect to the corrective actions factor, the NRC states that no long-term
corrective action was taken and that the PRB in 1989 had not yet made an
adequate root cause evaluation or appropriate reportability determination.
However, the- factual bases for these conclusions appear to us to be in error.

Since at the time it was determined that no TS violation occurred, no corrective
action was appropriate. Very shortly after this event, recognizing that
operators during future outages would very likely encounter the same

-interpretive issue regarding TS 3.4.1.4.2, GPC initiated a Licensing Document
Change Request (LDCR). The LDCR is preparatory to a TS change. Our August 28,
1991, response, at pages 9-10, notes this initiative requested by the Nuclear
Safety and Compliance Manager. The need date for the TS amendment, however, was
the next refueling outage involving a chemical addition to the reactor coolant
system. As a result, the change was assigned a lower relative priority.

Then, the question of chemical addition to the reactor coolant system was
further addrested beginning in April 1989 as a result of proposed procedure
revisions. As a result of processing the LDCR in anticipation of an upcoming
refueling outage, the issue of the October 1988 event was subsequently revived
by VEGP Technical Support personnel and reviewed by the PRB in the fall of 1989.
Apart from the TS interpretive issue, the PRB also recognized that chemical
additions via this flowpath were not currently analyzed in the FSAR.
Appropriate guidance to avoid such actions in the future had been issued at that
time. Furthermore, with the approval of the amendment to TS 3.4.1.4.2 in
February 1990, the FSAR was subsequently updated to reflect the current
analysis. In light of these actions, GPC concludes that timely action was taken
to address the issue. No further action by the PRB was necessary,
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The NRC, in transmitting the NOV, also vaguely suggests that the htB, "as late
as one year after initial occurrence" had not made an adequate "rc9t cause
evaluation." However, no root cause evaluation would have been made on this
issue prior to the 1989 PRB review--because no concer'n had yet been identified. .

As notLJ above, the 1989 PRB review of the incident was undertaken under GPC's
own initiative. At that time, the only root cause evaluation undertaken
expressly identified " confusing / incomplete" guidar.co regarding TS 3.4.1.4.2.
Because no violation was identified, this root cause evaluation tuore than
adequately addressed the known and understood concern. As also noted above,
corrective actions to resolve this issue had already been undert4hn.

Contrary to the escalation applied, GPC- had in fact initiated timely corrective
actions prior to the 1989 PRB reportability review. These actions were in
process to lead to timely amendment of TS 3.4.1.4.2 prior to the subsequent
refueling outage (when the change would be needed). Therefore, long term
corrective ac'.ons were in place.

Identification Factor

Also contrary to the escalation applied, GPC had identified this issue and
documented its disposition long before it ever came to the attention of the NRC
as a potential violation. To maintain that GPC had not identified the issue
because we did not conclude that a TS violation had occurred is another example
of the NRC's cascading violation: in this enforcement ac+1on. This logic
implies-that licensees are penalized for professional opinions differing from
those of the NRC.

V. Conclusion

In summary, GPC maintains that the violations did not occur as alleged and that
the civil penalty is inappropriate in this case. We have, however, acknowledged
historic weaknesses with respect to maintaining section 15.4.6 of the FSAR
current and with respect to training related to the definition of the " loops not
fil_ led" condition. As discussed in Enclosure 1, appropriate corrective actions
have been-takcn to correct these weaknesses.
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